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      	Do you have questions?

  Sure you do! Check out the  frequently asked questions page about the house dust mite before you dive any deeper.
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  	Looking for some basic information?

  Things Parents & Patients should know about the house dust mite, what the associated diseases are and how to avoid the dust mite in an indoor environment.

	Are you here looking for research?

  Luckily for you we have categorizes our research into three topics, for the curious,  dust mite studies and hardcore research notes. We have also created a timeline of dust mite discoveries that will help you see how our understanding has progressed.

	Searching for products to help?

  Fortunately we have done our research and found some great products for you. Dust mite test kit, allergy pillow covers and allergy mattress protectors are on the list.



		
		





	Disclaimer: The views, suggestions and opinions expressed here are put forward by HouseDustMite.com as possible contributions to raising awareness of allergens and avoidance measures. Whilst every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of statements made, HouseDustMite.com cannot accept any responsibility for any loss, damage or injury sustained through compliance with such statements. HouseDustMite.com recommends users of the site to seek medical advice before making any changes in medication or lifestyle. Users are recommended to consult their own doctor if in any way they are concerned about their health.
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	Please share if you have learnt something new today:
		
		
		
		
	















	